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knows: it means spiritual servitude, bodily conscrip-
tion, wars for ' national interests % and the devotion of
human beings to Leviathan in peace and Moloch in
war. Dr. Bosanquet would not, of course, go to these
lengths, but in his doctrine of the General Will he puts
in the hands of the governing class and of those who
can worm their way into that charmed circle a weapon
of infinite menace.
Rousseau had distinguished between the Will of All,
which was the sum of particular, individual wills, and
the General Will, whicli_was the common will^irected
tQwardsTtEe^common good* 'The important point in
thel3ea of the Will of All' lies in its being a sum of
particulars as opposed to something common or general
in its nature. Thus, in the limiting case, you may have
a unanimous vote in favour of a certain course of action,
and yet the voters may severally have been determined
by aims and considerations which Rousseau would not
admit to be capable of entering at all into a determina-
tion of the General Will/ x The idea of the General Will
is then buttressed by an analogy from the individual.
A man can desire or will at one moment what he will
repent of in a few days* time, and when asked why be
yielded to his whim, he may reply, * It wasn't my real
self that did it/ To gain, therefore, a true conception
of the individual's will we must inspect a considerable
stretch of his life, not one or two incidental acts of
volition. The real will of the individual is to be found
in the acts of volition of which he has never repented.
Now transfer this to society and it can plausibly be
argued that a sudden decision by a majority vote may
be genuinely unrepresentative : in a fit of passion
the people may choose a course for which they will
ultimately be deeply grieved.
1 Bosanquet, Philosophical TJttory of the State, p, in*
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